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English Grammar For Students Of German
English Grammar for International Studies is designed for students
taking international programmes in higher vocational education, such
as Business and Management Studies, International Marketing,
International Finance, Business Administration, International
Communication and Media, Finance and Banking, Hotel and Facility, and
Tourism. Such programmes often have an international student body and
therefore the language of instruction is English. English Grammar for
International Studies caters precisely for these programmes since the
instruction, examples and exercises are offered in English. Offering
grammar instruction based on problem-oriented learning, the
grammatical principles in the book are rehearsed in a variety of
exercises and assignments using primary source texts, such as
newspaper headlines, advertisements and internet texts. This book is
eminently suitable for self-study, because of its step-by-step
approach to English grammar, its transparent instruction, wide range
of exercises and the possibility to check answers to questions on the
accompanying website
(www.englishgrammarforinternationalstudies.noordhoff.nl) which also
provides a self-assessment test allowing students to monitor their
grammar deficiencies.
Unlike other textbooks, it helps students to understand grammar rather
than see it as a set of facts and rules.
Previously published by Routledge, 2012.
A short resource of English grammatical terms explained for students
of biblical Greek and Hebrew to help them become more familiar with
the grammatical terminology that is necessary for success in these
languages.
Oxford Grammar for EAP
English Grammar for the Utterly Confused
English Grammar for Students of Italian
Understanding English Grammar
English Grammar for Students of Chinese

This book offers explanations of grammatical terms and functions as they apply to
English and German. It illustrates the similarities and differences between the two
languages and stresses the common linguistics pitfalls for English speakers. It
includes review exercises with answers at the back.
"From the Publisher: Need help learning French? Is grammar a problem? Thousands
of students like you have found the solution in the clear, simple text of English
Grammar for Students of French. This easy-to-use handbook is specifically designed
to teach you the English grammar you need in order to learn French grammar more
quickly and efficiently. Look at the features of what you'll find in a typical section: an
explanation of a concept as it applies to English; a presentation of the same concept
as it applies to French; the similarities and differences between the two languages,
stressing common pitfalls for English speakers; step-by-step instructions on how to
select the correct form; review exercises with answer key."--Google Books viewed July
29, 2021.
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Study guide for students of Latin. Explains grammatical terms in Latin and shows how
they relate to English grammar. Review exercises with answers. Suitable for selfstudy, and developing grammar skills.
Thousands of students have found these books the ideal way to master the grammar
of their chosen language. They offer a step-by-step explanation of a concept as it
applies in English, a presentation of the same concept as it applies in the target
language, the similarities and differences between the two languages, stressing
common pitfalls for English speakers and including review exercises with an answer
key.
The Study Guide for Those Learning Russian
The Study Guide for Those Learning Japanese
The Study Guide for Those Learning Spanish
A Student's Introduction to English Grammar
Standard English and the Dialects

Put theory into practice with with exercises which test your knowledge
and challenge your understanding
This innovative grammar text is an ideal resource for writers, language
students, and classroom teachers who need an accessible refresher in
a step-by-step guide to essential grammar. Rather than becoming
mired in overly detailed linguistic definitions, Nancy Sullivan helps
writers and students understand and apply grammatical concepts and
develop the skills they need to enhance their writing. Along with
engaging discussions of both contemporary and traditional
terminology, Sullivan's text provides clear explanations of the basics of
English grammar and a practical, hands-on approach to mastering the
use of language. Complementing the focus on constructing excellent
sentences, every example and exercise set is contextually grounded in
language themes. This updated edition includes new sections in each
chapter on Writing Matters (addressing key tools and concerns for
writers) and Language Varieties (addressing issues of social and
regional dialect variation). This is an ideal textbook for any writing
course across disciplines where grammatical precision is important.
Online resources including additional exercises, links, and an answer
key are available at Routledge.com/9780367148683. Instructor
materials accompanying the text provide teachers with activities
designed for face-to-face, hybrid, and online instruction to enliven
these basic grammar lessons as well as writing activities to integrate
these concepts into students' own writing.
English Grammar for Students of Spanish. The study guide for those
learning Spanish.
Routledge English Language Introductions cover core areas of
language study and are one-stop resources for students. Assuming no
prior knowledge, books in the series offer an accessible overview of
the subject, with activities, study questions, sample analyses,
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commentaries and key readings – all in the same volume. The
innovative and flexible 'two-dimensional' structure is built around four
sections – introduction, development, exploration and extension
–which offer self-contained stages for study. Each topic can also be
read across these sections, enabling the reader to build gradually on
the knowledge gained. English Grammar: provides a wide-ranging
introduction to English grammar, drawing on a variety of international
authentic texts, including newspapers, novels and academic texts, to
help learners understand concepts and theories in more depth; is
written in clear, concise prose in order to present basic concepts and
key terms in an accessible way to learners with little or no background
in grammar instruction; emphasises the autonomy of the learner
through activities and exercises which are suited to both native
speakers and learners of English alike; includes a selection of readings
from key academics in the field including Michael Halliday, Michael
McCarthy, Caroline Coffin and John Sinclair. Drawing on the strengths
of the original textbook, this second edition features: new readings
from Christian Jones, Daniel Waller and Thomas E. Payne; revised
questions, suggestions and issues to consider; and a brand new
companion website featuring interactive audio files of authentic
spoken English, links to further reading and new grammar tasks.
Written by an experienced teacher and researcher, this accessible
textbook is an essential resource for all students of English language
and linguistics.
English Grammar for Students of Russian
English Grammar for Students Workbook
A Resource Book for Students
English Grammar for Students of Latin
English Grammar For Dummies
A few years ago, a magazine sponsored a contest for the comment most likely to end a
conversation. The winning entry? "I teach English grammar." Just throw that line out
at a party; everyone around you will clam up or start saying "whom." Why does
grammar make everyone so nervous? Probably because English teachers, for decades
‒ no, for centuries ‒ have been making a big deal out of grammar in classrooms,
diagramming sentences and drilling the parts of speech, clauses, and verbals into
students until they beg for mercy. Happily, you don't have to learn all those technical
terms of English grammar ‒ and you certainly don't have to diagram sentences ‒ in
order to speak and write correct English. So rest assured ‒ English Grammar For
Dummies will probably never make your English teacher's top-ten list of must-read
books, because you won't have to diagram a single sentence. What you will discover
are fun and easy strategies that can help you when you're faced with such
grammatical dilemmas as the choice between "I" and "me," "had gone" and "went," and
"who" and "whom." With English Grammar For Dummies, you won't have to memorize
a long list of meaningless rules (well, maybe a couple in the punctuation chapter!),
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because when you understand the reason for a particular word choice, you'll pick the
correct word automatically. English Grammar For Dummies covers many other topics
as well, such as the following: Verbs, adjectives, and adverbs ‒ oh my! Preposition
propositions and pronoun pronouncements Punctuation: The lowdown on periods,
commas, colons, and all those other squiggly marks Possession: It's nine-tenths of
grammatical law Avoiding those double negative vibes How to spice up really boring
sentences (like this one) Top Ten lists on improving your proofreading skills and ways
to learn better grammar Just think how improving your speaking and writing skills
will help you in everyday situations, such as writing a paper for school, giving a
presentation to your company's big wigs, or communicating effectively with your
family. You will not only gain the confidence in knowing you're speaking or writing
well, but you'll also make a good impression on those around you!
A new edition of a successful undergraduate textbook on contemporary international
Standard English grammar, based on Huddleston and Pullum's earlier award-winning
work, The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language (2002). The analyses
defended there are outlined here more briefly, in an engagingly accessible and
informal style. Errors of the older tradition of English grammar are noted and
corrected, and the excesses of prescriptive usage manuals are firmly rebutted in
specially highlighted notes that explain what older authorities have called 'incorrect'
and show why those authorities are mistaken. Intended for students in colleges or
universities who have little or no background in grammar or linguistics, this teaching
resource contains numerous exercises and online resources suitable for any course on
the structure of English in either linguistics or English departments. A thoroughly
modern undergraduate textbook, rewritten in an easy-to-read conversational style with
a minimum of technical and theoretical terminology.
English Grammar for Students of French
A self-study handbook for English speakers learning Latin introducing them to English
grammar and pointing out the similiarities and differences with Latin grammar. An
elementary comparative grammar which complements any textbook and any method.
Essential Grammar for Today's Writers, Students, and Teachers
English Grammar for Students of Spanish
A University Course
A Global Perspective
A Linguistic Introduction
With its short, clear explanations FIRST ENGLISH GRAMMAR remains the
clearest grammar book for elementary and low-intermediate students. It is
written and designed to present the basics in as accessible a form as
possible. FIRST ENGLISH GRAMMAR shows students how easy the basics
of English Grammar can be.
To assist in mastering Italian grammar, this text explains a concept as it
applies to English and presents the same concept as it applies to Italian. It
illustrates the differences between the two languages and guides the
selection of the correct form.
Explains the basic terminology and concepts of English grammar, focusing
on material which will most benefit students of Japanese.
Are there evidence-based answers to the broad question "What explicit
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knowledge about language in teachers and/or students appears to enhance
literacy development in some way"? Distinguished by its global perspective,
its currency, and its comprehensiveness, Beyond the Grammar Wars:
provides an historical overview of the debates around grammar and
English/literacy teaching in four settings: the US, England, Scotland and
Australia offers an up-to-date account of what the research is telling (and
not telling) us about the effectiveness of certain kinds of grammar-based
pedagogies in English/literacy classrooms takes readers into
English/literacy classrooms through a range of examples of
language/grammar-based pedagogies which have proven to be successful
addresses metalinguistic issues related to changes in textual practices in a
digital and multimodal age, and explores the challenges for educators who
are committed to finding a "usable grammar" to contribute to teaching and
learning in relation to these practices. All of the contributors are
acknowledged experts in their field. Activities designed for use in language
and literacy education courses actively engage students in reflecting on and
applying the content in their own teaching contexts.
A Dictionary of English Grammar for Students of Biblical Languages
First English Grammar
A Course Book in English Grammar
English Grammar for Students of Japanese
The Study Guide for Those Learning Italian

This practical and research-based introduction to current and effective English grammar
instruction gives pre-service and in-service teachers and teacher educators a strong
foundation for teaching second language grammar and helps them develop their
professional knowledge and skills. Written in a highly readable style for an international
audience, it provides a thorough and rounded overview of the principles, strategies,
techniques, and applications currently dominant in teaching L2 grammar in a range of
instructional settings around the world. Chapter authors are world-class authorities in
grammar and grammar teaching and learning. All chapters are based on theoretical
frameworks and/or research foundations with a strong emphasis on practical applications
and implications for classroom teaching, and highlight teaching methods, key concepts,
and terminology associated with grammar instruction. Illuminating the options and
choices in grammar teaching from a contemporary perspective, Teaching English
Grammar to Speakers of Other Languages is ideal as key text for students in
undergraduate and graduate MA-TESOL programs and as a resource for practicing
ESL/EFL teachers, teacher educators, and teaching faculty.
Learn Arabic with a Arabic Grammar Designed for English SpeakersOne Arabic
grammar rule per chapterCompatible with all major Arabic textbooksTakes you step-bystep from English to Arabic sentence structuresStudy tips to memorize common Arabic
verbs and vocabularyEase to consult as a referenceExamples in English and Arabic
Thousands of students have found these books the ideal way to master the grammar of
their chosen language. They offer a step-by-step explanation of a concept as it applies to
English, a presentation of the same concept as it appplies to the target language, the
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similarities and differences between the two languages, stressing common pitfalls for
English speakers and including review exercises with an answer key.
Thousands of students have found this book the ideal way to master and upgrade their
Italian grammar...
The Study Guide for Those Learning Latin
A Reference Grammar for Students of English
English for Everyone English Grammar Guide Practice Book
English Grammar for Students of Languages Series
For students who want to learn the nuts and bolts of English grammar A generation ago,
the United States public school system stopped formal instruction in English grammar and
consequently created a legion of students and professionals notoriously weak in writing
and language skills. English Grammar for the Utterly Confusedis a must-have for anyone
who gets that “deer-in-the-headlights" look when asked to recognize a misplaced modifier
or even find the verb in a sentence. This user-friendly, witty guide helps everyone-from
students taking the GED to professionals writing business plans-learn the structures of
English grammar and how to use them easily and proficiently. Demystifying grammar once
and for all, this handbook will help all readers acquire the ability to speak and write
competently, correctly, and confidently. Key features include: Exercises throughout to
develop facility in writing skills Clear explanations of complex concepts Handy icons More
than 200 solved problems and examples Test Yourself section in each chapter
Thousands of students have found this book the ideal way to master and upgrade their
Spanish grammar.
This text for ESL and ELT pedagogy courses around the world describes English grammar
from a World Englishes perspective including a discussion of grammatical theory, language
acquisition, and pedagogy using examples from academic writers.
The study of language in written texts and transcripts of speech is greatly helped by a
student's abilityBB to identify and describe those prominent features of the grammar which
make one variety of English different from another. A Course Book in English Grammar
looks at many of the problems encountered by students and encourages them to find their
own answers and to assess hypotheses about grammatical description. There are activities
at each step, using authentic written and spoken data. Using 'real' texts avoids the faking
of evidence to be found in some traditional grammar books, and interesting problems of
analysis that arise in such texts are a source of useful discussion. The book has been
thoroughly revised and expanded for this second edition, which contains additional
chapters and material. A new opening chapter discusses the concept of 'grammatically
correct English' and the differences between descriptive, prescriptive and proscriptive
approaches to the writing of grammar books. The book is a systematic description of
Standard English, and examples of contemporary spoken dialectal grammar are introduced
and analysed to illustrate the differences between standard and nonstandard usage. A
Course Book in English Grammar will prove invaluable to all students of English Language.
A Resource for Teachers and Students on Developing Language Knowledge in the
English/Literacy Classroom
English language grammar exercises
English Grammar for Students of Arabic
Teaching English Grammar to Speakers of Other Languages
The Study Guide for Those Learning French

This award-winning grammar course book provides the basis
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for linguistic courses and projects on translation,
contrastive linguistics, stylistics, reading and discourse
studies. Accessible and reader-friendly throughout, key
features include: chapters divided into modules of classlength materials each new concept clearly explained and
highlighted authentic texts from a wide range of sources,
both spoken and written, to illustrate grammatical usage
clear chapter and module summaries enabling efficient class
preparation and student revision.
Using proper grammar and punctuation improves the clarity of
your writing and increases readers' confidence in your
ideas. Appropriate for virtually any age range, this
entertaining guide makes learning English grammar and usage
simple and fun. You'll find simple explanations, plenty of
examples, and helpful exercises. Rather than asking you to
memorize scores of grammar rules, writer and editor Chris
Kennedy shows you how to apply basic principles to avoid
making the most common mistakes. - The parts of speech. Sentences, clauses, and phrases. - Sentence diagrams. Periods, commas, semicolons, colons, dashes, and other
punctuation. - Possessive case. - Passive and active voice.
- Parallelism and verbals. - Figures and written-out
numbers. - Troublesome adjectives and adverbs. - Commonly
confused words. - Giving the reader a good first impression.
- Becoming a confident writer. Contents 1. An Overview of
Grammar 2. The Parts of Speech 3. Punctuation 4. Common
Problems 5. Exercises & Solutions
A guide to English and Chinese grammar explains a concept as
it applies to both English and Chinese, offers examples in
English and Chinese, and provides a word-for-word analysis
of Chinese examples.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you
will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises.
Puzzled by past tenses? Confused by comparatives? This
clearly structured and beautifully presented workbook is
packed with grammar practice activities that make learning
English grammar incredibly easy. The English for Everyone
Grammar Guide Practice Book is an essential companion to the
English for Everyone Grammar Guide, a comprehensive
reference book that makes even the trickiest grammar rules
clear and simple. The Practice Book mirrors the unit-by-unit
structure of the Grammar Guide. Each Practice Book unit is
full of carefully graded grammar exercises to drill and
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reinforce the grammar you have learned in the corresponding
Grammar Guide unit. These exercises will help you build up
your confidence and become more fluent, giving you the
chance to practice using the most important English grammar
constructions again and again. Ideal for students at all
levels, the English for Everyone Grammar Guide Practice Book
covers basic, intermediate, and advanced English grammar in
one easy-to-navigate book. Like all books in the innovative
English for Everyone series, it uses a visual learning
method: many of the exercises are accompanied by attractive
illustrations that put grammar practice points into context
and give you visual cues to help you understand the
exercises. Whether you want to improve your grammar for
work, study, travel, or exams, the English for Everyone
Grammar Guide Practice Book offers you a simple way to learn
English grammar, remember it, and use it with confidence.
English grammar and practice fo Academic Purposes
English Grammar for Impatient Students: A Self-Teaching
Guide
The Study Guide for Those Learning Arabic
Beyond the Grammar Wars
English Grammar
To assist in mastering German grammar, this text explains a concept as it applies to English and
presents the same concept as it applies to German. It illustrates the differences between the two
languages and guides the selection of the correct form.
English Grammar for Students
The Study Guide for Those Learning Chinese
Basic Grammatical Terminology Defined and Alphabetically Arranged
English Grammar for Students of German
English Grammar for International Studies
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